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Introductiorr

Two gids (50m x 50m and 25mx25m) of ground-penetrating radar data were collected
jn the open field solth of the Hollingsworth House at the Eik landing site in Elkton, MD on
March l9* and rc* 2012. The purpose of this study was to search foi a War of l8l2 era
earthwork and other associated subsurface features. This location was chosen based on historical
records and o'ral accounts. Members of the Northern Chesapeake Chapter of the Archaeological
Society of Mrarylando Inc., along with archaeologist Dr. James Gibb and soil scientist Bill
Stephens, assisted in the survey. Ground-penetrating radar was selected for use at this site
because this geophysical method can potentially map buried features of interest to about two
meters in depth. GPR allows for the quick collection of data in a non-invasive way.

The g,round-penetratingndar survey was preceded by a magnetometer survey in August
2011. The results of that survey are detailed in a final report. A brief description ofinat r.ti"y
and its connection tolhe GPR survey is discussed further below. The GPR grids were set up
over the same area of the magnetometer survey (Figue l).

A GSiII SIR'3000 GPR system was used for all collection with 400 MHz dipole antennas
and a survey'wheel for distance calibration (Figure 2). The reflection profiles were collected
using a 40 narnosecond time window (equal to about 1.5 *zmeters or 5 - 7 feet in the ground).
Velocity analysis was done to measure depth in meters rather than time. One nanosecond in time
depth equals 1io 5cm of actual depth. Forty reflection traces were collected per meter along
transeats of 50 and 25 meters in each grid. Profiles were spaced 50cm apart for greater
subswface relflection. Reflection data were processed to yield amplitude slice-mips and linear
profiles. These images were used to delineate buried features of interest. Anatysis of vertical
profiles aids in identiffing stratigraphy and the structure of possible buried features in vertical
slices. A spatial analysis in planview can be made using the amplitude slice-maps.

The GPR Method

Ground-penehating radar data are acquired by hansmiuing waves of radar energy into the
ground from a surface antenn4 reflecting the energy offburied objects, feahnes, or sediments and
soils and then detecting the reflected waves back at the ground surface with a receiving antenna.
The radar antennas are moved across the ground in predetermined spaced transects to collect data.
These tansects are usually collected within grids of a survey area with subsurface reflections
collected alory3 each fiansest.

As radar energy moves tlnough various materials, the velocity of the waves will change
depending on the physical and chemical properties of the material through which they are taveling
(Conyers 2004'). The amplitude of reflected waves is greater with stronger reflected signAs. The 

*

shonger signals are a result of the greater conhast in electrical and magnetic propertiesbetween two
materials at the interface (Conyers 2004). The travel tirne ofthe energy waves are measured in
nanoseconds. Depth can be measured with the known velocities of the energy pulses and the travel
time. Velocity'changes with the interaction of the wave with different material composition and
water saturation ofthe soils.
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Figure l. Location of Hollingsworth House and Stone House and the magnetometer and
GPR- grids. Magnetometer grids are in black and the GPR. grids are in red.

The frequency of the radar energy fiansmitted into the ground confols the depths of
penetration and amount of resolution ofthg radar energy. GPR antennas have varying frequency
To* t9 megahertz (MHz) to 1000 MFIz: the lower the frequency, the deeper the radar p"*nution,
depending on soil conditions. In this ilrvey, a 400 MHz antenna wau used, which produced
readable data to approximately 25 centimeters (less than a foot). The soils and sediments of a site
are a large component of the success of GPR surveys in archaeology. The best conditions for
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erlor€5y propagation are &y sedineents and soils witlaout an atrundance of clay (Conyens 200,4). Soits
al the Elk n-anding site were rclatively wetrl suiteal for a gromd*prenetrating oloi'*' ,*o"y.
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di stal tce calitrration.

, Th<: vel<rcity of the radar energy wiive ctrranges as it moves thr.ough the groulcl and
intel'acts wiLli diffreretlt rnaterials" T'he physical and clrreniical prqpeltie* tlrrt the I'adar wave
encoun{ers also c}raarge the velocity (Conyers 200r{)" "['he etristance nf,hurieen ohjects in ttre
gl'otlnd oan he cletel"rninec{ wtrren the travel times of the radar enongy is rneastnre6" 'ffnlu 

abiXity of
GFR- altrows it to be a powen{irl tool in etrchaeologiaal applications-. Whr:n the contrast is greater
in the properties oiltwo subsemhce materials, the reftrecieci signal becomes sfrnnger" 'X'his 

results
in greater amplitude of refnerotecl raclar energy vyoves (conyers 2004)"'X'he 

data from a groulnel-penetrating radar sruvey are collected along cXoseXy spacecf
trans;ects within a gri<l (Cclnyers 20$a,:11). Each transect ooitsists of thousancls of radar w*ves
that Lreftect ofTof suhsurface interfaces. T'?lese waves al"e then stacked together to oreate a traee
creatring4 a two*dimensionatr vertical pl"otr'ttre of the trernsect along wldch thl radar afitenna was
rnovrlcl" Further fwo ancl tlaree-clirnensional images carn then be created by putting these traces
toselher.
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Data Processing Procedures

The initial data processing involved the generation of amplitude slice-maps (Conyers
2004). Amplitude slice-maps allow for the viewing of the differences in the reflected arnplitudes
across the grid at certain depths. These amplitudes measure the degree of physical and chemicaldifferences in the subsurface materials. Denser buried materials, such as;rt l, produce shong
glggh amplitude reflections. These mlps axa created by comparing the reflected amplitudes ofdifferent raw vertical profiles' The amplitudes of all traces are comp-ared to all the other nearbytraces along a profile. This data set can then be "sliced" horizontaliy and disptayea to show thevariation of reflectionamplitudes at specified depths. This allows for images that show both theamplitudes in a plan view but also does so with depths. The subsequent uti"r-*up* allowfeatures to become visible to the human eve.

Data are collected while moving up and flck alone hansects, usually within a grid. Thedata of every other profile must then be reversed in order io huu* ail tne Juiu p.o"r*sed together.After this step, we create .xyz files, creating a Cartesian coordinate grid wheri the data willeventually be placed. The last step is to generate the amplitude sucJ-mapr 6ing the Surfer 9
Pupqing program. 

*These maps are a series of the *, y, uod z values withx and; being thelocation on the surface within a gnd and the zvalue asthe reflected a*ptituAeu at differentdepths in the subsurface (Conyers 2004).
The two-dimensional vertical reflection profiles are used to match the validity of anyfeatures that were seen in t{e amplitude slice-maps. The reflection profiles ,ho* whether radarenergy is.reflecting from a flat layer or material uersus a single point source object. Flat layer ormaterial is seen as a distinct horizontal fand on the profile while single objects are represented asa hyperbola. These profiles can be used to confirmburied features of interest seen in theamplitude slice*maps.

Results

Grid A
The first grid (A) was 50m x 50m just south of the Hollingsworth House in a relativelyflaJ and open field.. Transects *ttt tpr"td 50cm apart. a ii** rindow of 40ns was used and allgains were adjusted for the present soits. wittrin this sriO thrrr are several very interesting anddistinctive features that I will address. Amplitude sli;;-maps were created in both 5 and l0nsslices' only the lOns slices will be discussid here as they show the features in better resolution.

lertical profiles were us-ed to help identift buried features of interest and match them with thosefound il the amplitude slice-maps. All of the buried rrutot"r of interest can be seen in two slice-maps' the l0-20ns (50-l00cm) slice-map an{ the 20-30ns (100-l50cm) slice map.
A clear linearfeature, running from the SE to the N'E, with two ,,cut-outs,, can be seen inthe 10-20ns and 20-30ns slice-maps (rigrfg 3).. Jhere may be a third ,ocut-ouf, at the edge of theNE comer but if there is a continuation orure ttigh amplitude linear ruut*., iiis outside thesrrvey area' These "cut-outs" may represent an area at the edge of the eartilwoit where gunemplacements were located.
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The vertical profiles show what can't be seen in the amplitude slice-maps. In these
profiles, a ditch can be seen near the north end of the grid running easUwest and also what
appears to be a two-tiered area of disturbed materials, most likely representing the earthwork
embankment outer edge (Figure 4), The vertical profile was collected from the south to the north
in the grid. This corresponds to A and B in figure 4. The ditch is of such low amplitude that it
does not show up on the amplitude slice-maps, which is wtry it is important to look at the vertical
profiles as well to get a complete picture. The ditch in the profile seems to be quite far from the
ear0hwork (l0m) and that is due to the way the data were collected as it cuts diagonally across
the feature, making the ditch seem frrther away than it is from the earthwork. The vertical
Pf{il. thowing the ditch and earthwork runs through the gid at the 25.5 meter mark (Figure 5).
While this is just a sample showing the ditoh in one profile, it does show up in other p.ofl"r.

Figure 4. Vertical profile showing the three features of the possible earthwork,

In the 10'20ns slice-map and a vertical profile, there is a high amplitude square feature
that is roughly 2.5m x 2.5m (Figure 6 and 7). This feature is highly reflective and.an only be
seen in this one slice-mapo which means it is not very thiok. It may be geological or
anthropogenic; a large slab of stone would account for this type of ampiitude reflection as would
q !q0 Pfcked surface created by use-wear. What this feature is and Oitermining whether or not
this is related to the earthwork or not is not possible without ground.truthing.

Secondarea of high amplltude
Refleotlons3howing the higherside
Of thc e adhwork Area of high amplitude reflectiions represcnting

o s 10 rs 2b is gb s's /ob oi I
Dlslancs (m) /
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Figure 5. 20'30ns (100-150cm) slice-map showing location of possible ditch and
earthwork. Red line indicates vertical profile l5l (Figure 3) where the ditch
and tiered earthwork shows up best.
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7. vertical profile showing same featore as figure 4 circled in red.
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crid B
The second gnd (B) was 25m x 25m running south from the SE comer of grid A.

Transects again were 50cm apart with a time window of 40ns. This grid was targeted for survey
as a secondary location farther south and closer to the water in the search for the earthwork.
While this erid did show some areas of high amplitude reflections that may or may not be related
to each other or with the earthwork, it did not show any characteristics of the possible eartlwork
found in gnd A. In the 20-30ns and 30-40ns amplitude slice-maps there are a cluster of high
amplitude reflections, the causes of which remain to be determined (Figure 8). The natqre of
these reflections is most likely a combination ofthe geological aspects ofthe subsurface with
some high amplitude reflections caused by metal objects. This grid did not show any signs of the
proposed earthwork.

Figure 8. Arnplitude slice-map showing an af,ea of high amplitude reflections south of the
earthwork feature in grid A.

Magnetometer Results Confirmation
The magnetometer survey conducted in August 2011 showed two linear features that may

be alrthropogenic (Figure 9).

20-30ns (100-150cm)

1 0
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Figure 9. Magnetometer results from August 2011 showing two linear features in blue and red.

Those results are confirmed by the ground-penetrating radar survey. The GPR. grid A was placed
using the same datum of the magnetometer survey. Although the dpR grid is riigtrtty skewed
east of north, a cleat connection can be seen between the location of the anomalies from the
magnetometer survey and that of the GPR survey. The linear featwe in red corresponds to the
"cut-out" seen in the GPR survey (see Figure 2). The blue line corresponds to the possible
embankrnent and the edge of the features seen in the GpR survevs.

Conclusion

This preliminary ground-penetrating radar survey was done as a discovery project,
searohing for the possible location of a War of 1812 earthwork. This survey was done ahead of
the2t0l2 ASM Annual Archaeological Field Session.

Analysis of both reflection profiles and the three-dimensional amplitude slice-maps were
used to make all interpretations. The reflection profiles proved to be valuable for identiffing the
shape and depth of reflections related to the possible earthwork. It is important to remember that
whil,e the reflection features support the above interpretations, they shouid be confirmed with
some type of excavation. The years of farming and leveling of the ground most likely cut
through and removed parts of the feahlre but some areas do remain. An additional ground-
penetrating radar survey to the east and west of this gnd would also help in delineating its limits.
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